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How to... fit alloy pedals
A modified car without alloy pedal extensions is like Revs’ Jo
going clubbing wearing a big thermal pants and a baggy
jumper - not what you want to see. Fortunately for all of us,
Jo’s never seen wearing more than the bare minimum, and fitting a set of alloy pedal extensions to your motor is as easy as
downing a bottle of Smirnoff Ice.

THE LOWDOWN

Time:
Skills:
Cost:
Tools:

1-2 hours
piece of piss, mate
£17.99
Spanner (10mm), allen
keys, marker pen, pair
of pliers, drill and bits

We’ve fitted a set of Sparco’s finest in plain alloy as they look
ultra-trick and come with the necessary rubber grips to make
them legal. Well sorted!
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Rip the packet open and when all the
rubber grips fall on the floor, pick them
up. Push the rubber grips through the
holes in the pedals

Before you start drilling holes everywhere, roughly position your funky new
pedals over the car’s originals. They
must be a minimum of 50mm apart

Get yourself a falt pen and mark
through the fixing holes onto the original pedals. This is so you’ll know
where to drill
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Check that when you drill through the
original pedal you’re not drilling into its
arm. Drilling’s easier if you support the
pedal with some wood

When you opened the packet, you’ll
also have dropped the fixing bolts.
Find’em, then using an allen key and a
spanner, bolt the first pedal in place
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If your pedal extensions are too close,
it could be dangerous, so double check
that they’re 50mm apart before the final
fitting

THE LAW SAYS...
Two things you’ve got to watch for and so long as you follow our advice,
you’ll be sorted. Only kits including
brake and clutch pedals with rubber
grips are road legal. When fitted, the
pedals must be far enough apart so
you can operate them properly - 50mm
should do.
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In the time it takes your bird to wash
her hair you’ll have the job done. Not
only is the result trick looking, driving
with them is mucho more fun

The original article can be found in issue 61 (august 2001) of

